DECEMBER 2010
THIS MONTH
There is plenty to read this month with contributions from no less than eight authors, which has made my job
a lot easier than usual. We of course have plenty of photos of our annual competition which had a record
number of 52 entries! The class winners and the overall winner of the John Cox Memorial trophy will be
decided at our Xmas meeting on Wednesday (further details within).
Also in this months magazine is no less than three show reports from Middle Wallop, Bath and France, the
latter report from Pat features dancing girls which no doubt brought in the punters ( something we should
consider when we host our own show?).
Dale and Steve tell us of their modelling months, whilst we have build articles covering planes, tanks, bikes and
ships.
The amount of material provided has removed from me the responsibility of writing a review of the new Airfix
Sea Vixen which was added to my stash this week, I will try and get done for next month.

Wishing all our readers Season Greetings
Tony…

This is the newsletter of Romsey Modellers a group of plastic modellers based in Southern Hampshire. We cater
for all modelling genres and skill levels from beginners to well seasoned gurus.
We meet on the 3rd Wednesday of the month from 8pm to 10pm in Ampfield, Hampshire, where we often run
workshops and club competitions but more importantly have a good chat about our hobby. We also attend most
of the local model shows, where we exhibit our member’s completed projects.
We have an open door policy so if you want to sample how we can help you get more out of your hobby or just
come and have a friendly discussion (tea and biscuits provided) please feel free to turn up – see the last page for
details or visit our web site

www.romseymodellers.co.uk
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CLUB NEWS
ANNUAL COMPETITION/CHRISTMAS NIGHT
After last months round of judging for the class winners and runners up, the club’s final meeting of 2010 will
see a Best in Show winner crowned and awarded the John Cox Memorial Trophy. A record 52 entries were
seen last month from 13 members. Superb!!
All 13 members will need to bring all of their models back with them in case they are required for the ‘vote
off’ for the overall winner. Members who entered in the ‘I ran out of’ class will not be required to do so as
entries are not eligible for Best in Show.
Voting was very tight in some classes with positions being decided by just a few points. Class winners will be
announced at 8:30pm, so be prompt!!
In addition it is of course our Christmas night – so please bring along some nibbles (tasty treats, Christmas
cake, mince pies, biscuits etc, or some soft drink) and possibly something for the raffle. We’ve already had
generous donations from Vic Short and Just Add Imagination, but a little something will help proceedings
along. You may also of course wish bring along your wife, girlfriend, husband, boyfriend or partner to witness
the great spectacle that is the Romsey Modellers Christmas night!!!
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PHOTOS OF THE ROMSEY MODELLERS’ ANNUAL COMPETITION
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MUSEUM OF ARMY FLYING, MIDDLE WALLOP BY PAUL ADAMS
Sunday 29th November was the date for the last outing for the club at the Museum of Army Flying, Middle
Wallop. This small event, in its third year, unfortunately shows no sign of growing in terms of space, vendors or
attending clubs. The show is held in the last third of the main exhibition hall and space and lighting are at a
premium. After talking with the organisers, it appears that 4 traders pulled out fearing travel difficulties
getting home due to the poor weather.
Several members were in attendance including Tony, Keith, Richard, newcomer Sean, Paul, Steve and lucky
charm Caitlin. The club never fails to put on a varied display and this show demonstrated once again how
diverse the club’s building activities are. Russell kindly donated some models, so we managed aircraft, ships
and subs, cars, bikes, figures and armour. All on 12ft!! The event appeared to be down on visiting numbers
from last year, so it was a largely quite Sunday afternoon. This however afforded plenty of time to have a
chinwag amongst ourselves about all things modelling. Despite its size, there was plenty of interest from
passers by and we may have obtained a few potential new members who took leaflets.

It’s a small show!!!....the Romsey Modellers table is 2nd from the left
There were some superb models on display (including our own work of course!!), the 1/32nd Tamiya Spitfire,
seen here on the right, in particular catching the attention of many including Tony and Myself, which featured
some lovely subtle weathering.
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TANGMERE COLD WAR GROUP BUILD
Unfortunately due to Peter possibly being incapacitated for longer than originally expected the judging of the
Tangmere competition will now take place on our February meeting..

WOT I DUN THIS MUMF DECEMBER 2010 BY STEVE EDWARDS
Well, I have had quite a busy month but don’t appear to have a lot to show for it!
I finally took up my airbrush in anger and have been pleasantly surprised by the results. Firstly I sprayed the
under side of the wings of the Antonov colt. The first thing I noticed was how much further the paint goes
when you are spraying with an airbrush. Sadly I was also made aware of the importance of washing kits before
you start them, something I have never worried much about before, when I had orange peel effect in a couple
of places. A couple of coats put paid to that though, and I shall be wiser in future I hope.
I also learnt that it pays to secure kit pieces before you
use a spray can on them when the wing I was
undercoating blew across the floor of my conservatory
landing paint side down of course and picking up dog and
cat hairs a various other debris! Sometime later after lots
of bad language and a lot of rubbing with a thinners
soaked rag, I resprayed it and think I have got away with
it, although it is not perfect.
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By the time you read this, we will have left our Romsey home
behind. Unfortunately, our purchase has yet to happen, so it could
be a homeless Christmas. Still, there’s always the Mossie box!!
I’ll keep you posted on our migration to Suffolk and look forward to
producing some regular reviews on museum sites and so on.
In the meantime, I’d like to take this opportunity to wish all of you,
my modelling friends, a Happy Christmas together with a Healthy
and Prosperous New Year.
Once again, my sincere thanks to you all.

Vic.

SPREADING THE WORD.... BY PAUL ADAMS
I’ve recently completed my second build of 2010, the 1999 Aprilia RSV250 (see last month’s edition of RM for a
report) and so I immediately set to work getting the word out! Aside from posting the completed model on a
few car and bike forums, it’s also found its way onto the Les Garagiste website and onto the manufacturers
own site, K’s Workshop.com, where it appears alongside the builders own work. Cool!!! I also have my 1998
Aprilia on there too. Fancy a look?? Try in the gallery at www.Ks‐workshop.com and the models page at
www.garagisteland.com
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So, have you done the same? We’d love to see the work of the Romsey Club members seen elsewhere on the
web, in the pages of this magazine. Send us a screenshot of your model (press Ctrl/Prt Scr and paste into
Word) or let us know where it is and we’ll feature it right here!!
You can of course catch up with the full build article on www.romseymodellers.co.uk
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BUGLE CALL 2010 BY STEVE EDWARDS
Despite having been let down by a friend who said he would accompany me to Bugle Call this year, I decided to
go anyway and take my long suffering wife. Well, it is in Bath, her favourite city, so she could go shopping in
the town while I looked at the models (feverish activity whilst I hide my wallet!).
I had expected this show to be just figures, which would not have been a problem for me as I love them, but
some of our members may find a bit limited. However, although there were loads of figures, there were also
aviation and armour models, and I am sure anyone would have enjoyed the show.
The quality of the models on show was fantastic, some of the figures in particular were painted to such a high
standard as to make an aspiring figure painter like myself despair and seriously think of jumping off the rather
attractive bridge over the river that we crossed when we went into the city for lunch.
On one stand there were both a very fine Airfix Mossie and a Trumpeter Swordfish. The lady on the stand
informed me that the Mossie was one of three which her husband owned and that only the Sea Mosquito
would fit in their display cabinet as the wings folded!
As I have invariably found at shows this year, everyone was very friendly and only too willing to pass on tips
and advice. I am grateful to one lad in particular, whose Tamiya dioramas I have seen at several shows, who
has introduced me to the Andreas paint system. For those who don’t know, these are themed paint sets, (I
bought the flesh set) that have a guide with them to help you achieve the required results. They do sets for
coloured cloth such as the red set. This helps you to realistically paint red uniforms as it has the base colour,
then high light and shading colours, plus a guide to using them. I have also found a very interesting website
that shows how to use them. I expect my face painting to come on in leaps and bounds now.
I found this a lovely little show and with the added attraction of some time mooching round Bath, although it
was incredibly busy for a Sunday, I shall certainly go again. However, if the mooching is not your thing, you
may find the hour and a half journey from Romsey just a bit too far for a small show.

THIS MONTH BY DALE KOPPI
This month I have actually been busy with
modelling.
I have completed my Tamiya entry. Calsonic Skyline
GT‐R 2003.
I also almost finished the Mig 15 and built myself a
display cabinet for my model cars.
The skyline I started roughly 2 years ago, and it was
supposed to be my second car build, but as I have
amused Paul with almost every disaster you can
achieve with this car.
The internal were completed without too many problems, but the body shell, that was a different story. The
disasters ranged from speckling silver paint all over it to completely melting the body. That was a bit of a
blunder.
In the end, I am very happy with this car and it is now the 4th completed car build of mine to date.
The cabinet was thrown together in an evening from a sheet of MDF, 90 degree angle plastic struts and some
clear acrylic sheet. These all came from my local B&Q (400 yards from my door) for a total cost of roughly £15.
A cheap way to hopefully keep my models slightly dust free.
And that is this month done.
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FROM OUR FOREIGN CORRESPONDENT BY PAT CAMP
Since I don’t have a build to write about just at the moment, I thought I should resurrect the “From our foreign
correspondent” article. These monthly contributions have slipped behind somewhat ‐ by around two years!
You are no doubt aware that one of the model clubs I joined here in France has celebrated its 20th birthday this
year. Their “MaquetteExpo” was an extra‐grand affair and those of you who know my interests will be aware
of how much I enjoy a well presented figure.

Some of the fine figures on display at this year’s Maquettexpo, Hyeres.
The model show took place over a weekend and this exotic cabaret was on the Saturday evening and held at a
posh hotel on the Mediterranean coast. The meal was also good, with plenty to drink and a really good time
was had by all.
I think these dancers may be out of place in Hampshire – just in case you were thinking of the same idea for
the Romsey club show.
The figurine modellers were in force at the show. They have their own grouping of tables where they do their
sculpting and painting work and answer enquiries from their admiring visitors. Here are some photos of some
of the entries into the competition….
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There were plenty of entries into competition and some very nice work. I intended to photograph some of the
best entries on the Sunday, but I mislaid my camera after the Saturday evening. Something must have
distracted me (see first photos). However, there were no “knock‐out” ship models in competition, unlike the
year before.

Well, that is it for now. I wish you all a wonderful Christmas and New Year and hope to meet you for a drink
whilst I’m back home over the holiday period. In the mean time, back to the modelling bench. I’m repairing a
wooden sailing ship model for a neighbour. Why on earth he asked me, I can’t say – I don’t know my backstays
from my bobstays. And when I came to pass my gantline over the clew garnets and accidentally put it up the
lubbers‐hole instead of the futtock plate hole I got in a complete mess and so it was time for “up‐spirits”. Still,
at least I can turn to the six figurines and two aircraft that are also on my bench at present. They are nearly
done and so I can bore you to death with an article or two about them next year (if I can concentrate – my
mind keeps wondering off to thoughts about a 1/32nd B‐17).
Cheers for now !
Pat
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2007 KAWASAKI ZXRR – PART 1 BY PAUL ADAMS
Ever since purchasing this transkit a year or so ago, I’ve been keen on building it. I have no Kawasaki’s in my
bike collection, so that was one motivating factor, but more so the gorgeous lines of the bike just screamed
“build me”!! This kit is another product from the amazing sculpting skills of Hata san at Ks Workshop.
Originally modified from the Tamiya 2006 ZXRR kit, the resin upgrade parts bare little resemblance to their
predecessor such is his ability. www.ks‐workshop.com
Kawasaki had returned to MotoGP in 2002 following
the regulation change to four stroke machines,
though their 2002 entry was frankly ugly! Things
improved in 2003, only just, but the manufacturer
made significant progress in both design and
performance with their 2004 machine. Much of the
design was carried forward to the subsequent bikes,
resulting in the beautiful 2007, 08 and 09 racers.
Results were hard to come by, particularly against
the fast Honda’s, Yamaha’s and Ducati’s but
Frenchman Randy De Puniet rode the wheels off the
bike in ’07, with the rider earning a season best 2nd
place finish at a wet Japanese Grand Prix. A difficult
2008 season lead to the company pulling out of MotoGP for 2009, though a revised non‐factory bike was
fielded under the Hayate banner.
The transkit is presented in the usual understated fashion, a
sturdy plain box with a hint of content, though for a limited
edition ‘garage’ kit, it’s very good. Two bags contain the
required resin parts to update externally the Tamiya 2006
ZXRR kit. All new fairing and lower cowl, tank/seat/exhaust,
front and rear mudguards (henceforth referred to as
huggers), sump, swingarm, waterpump, rear shock, high
mass front discs, clutch and seatpads. Three decals sheets
accompany the instructions (in Japanese, though a
translation is available on the website via Google) which feature the carbon fibre type decals which adorn the
fairing sides and underneath the seat. Over the lime green, the look is very sinister!! All of the decals are
waterslide, and the printing is excellent. For this build I plan to use some etch parts from Top Studio and
Hobby Design. Both etch frets carry the same or similar parts – I’ll use the best from both. Tamiya’s fork set is
a must to further enhance the detail.

Etch galore!!!

The Tamiya kit…the green cowling sprue was flogged on Ebay!!
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My first task in building this bike was to assemble the frame and test fit the main parts. Some minor
modifications, indicated early in the instructions, were carried out – some simple removal of locating lugs only
needed for the 2006 bike. I managed to misread the instructions and removed the right side locater which will
be needed to help mount the fairing….!! The tank and seat are moulded as one and fit a treat to the frame.

Test fit of the frame went well from the box

Etch adjusters replace moulded in parts

Exhaust locating stubs were removed…one by mistake!!

Snazzy rear hugger will be carbon fibred

The swingarm went together in three pieces with a terrific fit courtesy of the substantial mounting lugs
between the parts. As usual I carved off the moulded on chain adjusters and fashioned some etch
replacements from Tuner Factory Model (T2m). Gaps were filled in using Mr Surfacer 500, with just two
applications needed to smooth out the look. The rear hugger fitted well – I predrilled that and swingarm to
accept some machined bolts later on.
Next job was to modify the rider’s seat to match that used by De Puniet which involved cutting the main pad
so that another stepped seat (padded too) can be used. It’s an unusual setup, unique to De Puniet. I can only
assume the stepped part is to raise the rider’s back up in the air to aide aerodynamics. To get the cut correct I
lined the area with Tamiya tape and marked where the step ended. This gave a marker for the seat pad. I
simply marked across the seat using more tape and made a slightly longer cut that was needed. This enabled
me to slowly trim the pad back further so it fitted snug against the stepped part.

Three stages of trimming the seat pad – a conservative approach meant it could be adjusted to fit cleanly
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Feeling chuffed with myself I progressed to the fairing and front cowl. The main fairing is in two pieces and
requires carefully gluing together to avoid alignment problems. I need not have worried though, as the large
locating stubs helped enormously. I used copious amounts of superglue between the seams, fixing it with Zip
Kicker. I next stumbled onto a problem with fixing the fairing to the frame. On the 2006 model, Tamiya provide
nuts that are hidden by plastic caps that fit the side of the frame allowing the fairing sides to be mounted,
albeit visibly with screws. The Ks Workshop instructions fail to point out if they are needed for the resin
replacement fairing...it’s much thicker than the plastic ones and therefore less clearance. There’s even a notch
carved into the inside of the resin pieces that appear to accept the shape of the nuts. Eventually I drilled two
holes into the plastic locators on the frame and simply mounted the screws directly without the Tamiya nut.
But that was after making a hash of the holes (too big), so I had the use another frame, which also corrected
the missing exhaust locator I’d mistakenly removed earlier. Fortunately I had a spare for another transkit that
uses the Kawasaki 2006 kit. Once I was happy, I then mounted the front part of the fairing only to find that
didn’t fit well either. Suspecting I’d not mounted the upper cowl properly, I messed about for ages getting the
fit correct, eventually resorting the heating part of it, so it would bend out, and so it then matched the profile
of the lower part where it met.., shortening the frame mounted air intake, and gouging out huge amounts of
resin from inside the front fairing so that it would sit lower and not foul the clock‐pod....bloody nightmare..!!

Fit problems with the cowling were fixed with lots of resin removal and heat from a hairdryer!!
And so onto the next drama!!! The 2007 bike had a four into one un‐silenced exhaust system and one is
provided in the kit to replace the twin system found in the 2006 kit. With a new resin sump fitted to the
engine....yep,it didn’t fit well either!! It fouled the engine, fairing and frame. The instructions didn’t help here,
so I had to resolve it myself. A mount for the shock fouled the pipe but was needed, so a large cut was made in
the side of the pipe to clear that and thinned where the exhaust joins to four pipes into one. This allowed it to
sit more to the left of the engine and so allowing just enough room to exit the fairing without problem. I drilled
out the solid end of the pipe too.

Initial fit of exhaust wasn’t good......more hacking off of resin followed...the shaded areas are where the cuts
were made...pipe is now in the correct position compared to the first photo.
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...and so onto the next drama!!! There was another.....I was aware of an issue with the shock reservoir which
fouls the fairing on the 2009 ZXRR transkit too...the 2007 bike moved the reservoir down into a void in the
lower cowling....problem with resin of course is the
thickness doesn’t allow for that void...the fairing didn’t fit
with the resin shock in place...arrgghhh!!! The angle of the
resin reservoir was correct according to my references....I
resorted to removing it and trimming the mounting point
(thus moving it back a few millimetres) and fitting the
reservoir from the Tamiya kit, albeit shortened. More
hacking of resin was needed, when I thinned the cowling
carefully creating the space needed for the assembly to
clear the cowling. By this time I was ankle deep in resin
dust in my room and the bike was beginning to weight a
It don’t fit gov!!!
lot less!! I would have liked to of used a machined brass
reservoir, but test fitting found it to be way too big for the
space. This means I’ll have to paint the Tamiya item. With the excitement past I test fitted the radiator from
the Tamiya kit and began inspecting other areas for problems further on in the build. Space is tight inside the
fairing, so some more thinning was carried out. I test fitted the rear wheel with tyre on complete with brake
disc and chain...the machined axle from T2m isn’t long enough to get the threaded nut on, so I’ll resort to
using some brass tube to mount it and add some etch hardware
over the top to make it look convincing. A least the tyre cleared
the rear hugger!!
The kit chain will be replaced with an etched item from Hobby
design and the rear disc too will be etch. I moved to the front
and using the kit forks assembled the wheel, resin front discs
(temporarily glued on) front hugger and yokes, screwed
together with
tamiya’s
hidden
screw. The instructions suggest that the fairing is attached
before the forks, but early signs are that I’ll be able to at
least get the top yokes and machined forks on without the
wheel before the fairing. This should afford some space to
get the throttle and brake cables on.
So with the tests fitting stages pretty much over, the bike
was readied for some glamour shots. This enables me to
view to model up close and spot any problems or alignment issues that may not be obvious to the naked eye,
and with my eyesight that’s a good thing!! Once assembled, it sure is a purposeful looking machine. More next
month.
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USS HORNET VS HMS ESKIMO BY RICHARD STEWART
Well now the USS Hornet is around 98% complete it was time to add the second ship to this Diorama. I
plumped for HMS Eskimo as she did serve during the later part of the war in the Pacific theatre. The other
main reason is that White Ensign Models do a first class resin kit in 1/350 scale.
This being the very first resin kit I have attempted, I researched as much as I could on what to do and where to
do it so to speak. The first step was to clean the excess flash from the mouldings and once that was done to
clean the parts in a mild detergent to remove any release agent. Next I sprayed the whole ship in Halfords
plastic primer, which highlighted any blemishes in the casting. This being a WEM kit as expected it was free of
any flaws.
Test fitting the main components to check for alignment issues. I found the hull is a little ‘bananas shaped’ but
this will be alleviated when I secure the ship to the display base.

With enough reference books to look at I stated painting the ship. The first thing was the deck which I brush
painted with Humbrol Dark Sea Grey, and then the hull and superstructure colours which were matt white,
Revell Grey/ Blue and Revell light blue. I’m not too worried if the paint is matt, Satin or gloss as the ship when
completed, will get an overall matt finish to blend it all in.

Well this is where I am at on evening number three! It‘s going together so fast I think I’ve missed something!
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NASHORN BUILD PART 4 BY RUSSELL EDEN
Woohoo! The etch plate finally arrived from Hong Kong. This meant I could get on with the main hull assembly.
First job – the mudguards. After cutting the etch sheet into shape with scissors it was glued into place with my
trusty loctite. This got a bit messy on the left hand side as I used too much of it – that’ll be rescued (hidden)
with a bit of mud or stowage! I added a jack
with etch mounts, a headlight, with power
lead, and an etch mudguard to this side, all
from my spares bin.
The other side went on better and I just
added a jack block from my spares bin to
this side.
Next job ‐ the fighting compartment. I cut a
large piece of the etch plate out for this and
glued it to the already extended hull
interior. With this in place I glued the two
halves of the hull together. Once dry I
complete the rear internal step and fitted
the rear panel. This was finished earlier with
handles and a bracket for the MP40 machine pistol that was carried.
This completed the hull interior as much as I was going to detail it without going overboard. It will have
several crew members in eventually so
these will hide some of the glaring errors in
the kit.
On the front of the hull ‐ I added the kit’s
spare wheel and some etch brackets for
the tow cable, which was going to be left
off as I had a nice bit of resin stowage from
my greyhound to go on the front.

Now the difficult bit – the travel lock for the gun. The plastic one is
awful and needed replacing with a scratch built one. To do this I
glued the gun assembly in place and glued the gun so that it could
not be raised or lowered – a shame but as my Nashorn will be
depicted in convoy it will have the travel lock on. Firstly I cut a
piece of thick plasticard to shape and filed a semicircle in it for the
barrel. I drilled two holes in the bottom for the supports and glued
it to the barrel. To the top I added a spare piece of etch with bolt
detail for the clamp. Some thin bits of plasticard were cut, drilled
and glued to the hull for the leg mounts. With everything in
position I cut and bent some wire to shape and fitted them into
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the holes on the clamp and the mounts on the hull. Not too bad for one of the few bits of scratch building I’ve
done.
The last item to be mounted was the rabbit ear range finder in the fighting compartment. This was mounted
quite crudely for the Germans on a section of box steel. This made it easy to fabricate out of plasticard. And
there we have it. Apart from the crew and some stowage, one finished Nashorn. Painting next….

PANZERMUSEUM MUNSTER BY RUSSELL EDEN
On a recent trip to meet the in‐laws near
Minden, Germany, I managed to persuade
Tascha to take me too Munster to see the
tanks. She wanted to gain some more
driving experience before we drove the
300km to Berlin so it suited both our needs
– that was my excuse anyway. Hers was
probably to stop me going on about!!
I nearly made it there before when I spent 3
days working in Hanover but it shut for
winter – opening the week after – not fair!
With the satnav programmed we headed
off down the very well built and efficient
autobahn, although they do drive a bit fast
and we had a slug of a Clio. On arrival
there’s a few modern German armoured
vehicles parked outside – including a rather
massive lynx armoured car – I was drooling already…..

Museum Entrance

I paid our 5euros each entry and then I was off into my element.
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Lynx Armoured Car – post war

DAK BMW Combo

You are first greeted with a selection of uniforms through the ages and a lovely BMW combo from WWII. On
the walls is a history of the tank and its uses by the German army.
That was the warm bit. The website warns you that the main halls are not heated so as it was October they
were a bit nippy or ‘bloody freezing’ as Tascha put it.
The halls are laid out in historical order – from WWI to modern, mainly consisting of German tanks with a few
allied and soviet vehicles thrown in. I won’t bore you with a full itinerary of the tour but will list a few of the
vehicles and the pictures will speak for themselves. Most of the WWII German vehicles have been restored by
the troops stationed in Munster – it’s still a barrack town for the German Panzer army. There’s another warm
hall half way round with uniforms, small arms and great collection of tin toys from WWII. My only complaint is
they have no Waffen SS panzer uniforms so no leather U‐boat outfits or any of the many camo outfits they
wore, which is fairly historically incorrect as they do have a King Tiger with SS markings – the French museums
have them but there you go….

WWI German A7V

WWII German Panzer III L
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WWII German Panzer IV J

WWII Russian T‐34 – nice tash…..

WWII German Panther G

WWII German Jagdpanzer IV – early

WWII German Stug III G

Tascha and WWII German Sturmtiger
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Me and my fave a WWII German 234/4 armoured car

Tin toys of the Reich

A line of Post‐war German leopard tanks

A line of Post‐war Soviet armour

The museum has a WWI A7V; from WWII – a Krupp Protz truck, schwimmwagen and Kubelwagen, a Czech 38T,
Panzer I, III, IV, Hummel, 2 Jagdpanzer IVs, a Panther, a Hetzer, a Brummbar, a King Tiger, a SturmTiger, several
halftracks, a Stug II G, a Jagdpanther, a T34, a SU100, a Sherman and more; Post war – Russian T55, T62, T64,
German Leopard 1 and 2s, a Marder (inc a cutaway one) another Lynx and a Fennec armoured car, a Gepard
anti aircraft tank, a Swedish S‐tank, an Israeli Merkava, a few M48s and many more…. (Including a piece of the
Berlin wall & various other exhibits).
There’s a small café and a very small shop that doesn’t sell much but overall it was well worth a visit if you like
armour from any period. Every year they have their version of a Tankfest where they dig out the running tanks
and drive them round like they do at Bovingdon. I believe their Panther and Hummel run as do several others.
I must return when it’s on…
I can supply more pix on request.
Next stop Koblenz and Sinsheim museums, hopefully.
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TAMIYA 1/32 SUPERMARINE SPITFIRE Mk IXc BY TONY ADAMS
Just a short piece on this build this month, as progress has been slow recently due to work pressures and due
to me starting another model which I hope will be quite a quick build, but more on that next month.

With the cockpit complete, the fuselage was glued together, this didn’t go quite as straightforwardly as
expected. During the numerous dry fits the parts fitted together perfectly but once glue was applied I ended
up with a few small gaps which although were easy to fill and clean up, may cause me some problems later.

Eduard flap fret

Time for some origami

The first step in assembling the wings was to construct the Eduard wing flaps, this was a fiddly time consuming
job requiring considerable use of my etch folding tools.

The flaps were folded as per instructions

Once complete into the ultra sonic cleaner
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The original wing webbing first had to be removed and the surface cut back to allow the etch to fit.

The original upper flap detail

Once removed the etch part was ready to be fitted

The lower flap parts were completed in the same way and put aside for later, they are far too delicate to
survive the rough and tumble of a build. After the upper flap etch were glued in place they were given a coat
of Tamiya primer followed by Alclad Airframe Aluminium.

Glued in place and painted

Etch interior panels in place and painted Alclad
Airframe Aluminium

When the flaps are open you can see inside the aircraft and the underside of the cockpit tub, consequently
Eduard thoughtfully provide a interior riveted panel which was glued and painted.

Wheel wells assembled, plasticard was used to hide
some difficult to remove sink marks

Ahhhhhh

I now assembled the tailplane, with its moveable elevator, before completing the assembly of the wings. The
wheel wells had some large ejection marks (the only ones that are visible on the whole model) which proved
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difficult to conceal, so I ended up covering them in thin plasticard. At this point I had a major disaster, having
spilt some glue on my work bench I somehow managed to put the wing down on it. I resisted the temptation
to clean it up straight away, instead I left it a day to dry before sanding it out and rescribing the detail,
fortunately I seem to have got away with it.

Wing assembled ready to attach to the fuselage
The wing surfaces were assembled together along with ailerons (again movable) and numerous panels
covering the cannon and machine gun bays. The wings were then attached to the fuselage and as expected
required absolutely zero filler.
That’s as far as I’ve got. I am
actually taking a break from
this build, I’ve been at it 2
months and feel like doing
something different. I expect
to get back to it next month
once I’ve completed my new
(quicky) project, when the
fun part will start – the
painting.

Now it looks like a spit
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CLUB DIARY
December 15th
January 19

Xmas Night

th

Club Night

February 16th

Tangmere
Competition

March 16th

Club Night

April 20th

Club Night

May 18th

St Georges Competition

June 15
July 20

th

War

TBA

Yeovilton Spring Show

April 2nd
April 16

Club Night

th

August 17

Cold

th

Newmod 2011 (IPMS Newbury Show)
Poole Vikings Show

TBA

Salisbury Show, Hendon

Club Night

September 17th

Farnborough Show

Club Night

TBA

Yeovilton Autumn Show

Tamiya Competition
th

Club Night

September 21
October 19

st

th
th

Annual Competition

st

Xmas Night

November 16
December 21

Next Meeting: Wednesday December 15th (8pm to 10pm)
Ampfield Village Hall
Morleys Lane
Romsey
Hampshire
SO51 9BJ

Thank you to this month’s contributors to this publication
Paul Adams
Russell Eden
Vic Short
Richard Stewart

Tony Adams
Steve Edwards
Dale Koppi
Pat Camp

CONTACT INFO
Web Site

wwww.romseymodellers.co.uk

Editor
Competitions
Treasurer

Tony Adams
Paul Adams
Vic Short

Tel: 01794 519153 email: tony@romseymodellers.co.uk
Tel: 02380 398858
Tel: 01794 511843
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